
 

Preface (5th edition) 
--- TOE (Theory of Everything) in God 

 
 
This book (Nature’s Manifesto) consists of three objectives: 
One, to construct a TOE (theory of everything), including {physics, math, biosciences, social sciences 
(politics, economy, linguistics, etc.)}. 
Two, to show that most of the mainstream sciences are bullcraps (the reasons of being unable to 
construct a true TOE). 
Three, to show that this TOE is in God. 
 
‘One’ and ‘two’ have been discussed in great detail in previous editions. In this edition (the 5th), I have 
added {Chapter 32: TOE (Theory of Everything) in God} with the followings. 

i.  The scope and the definitions 
ii.  Atheism and its arguments 
iii.  Damning all Atheisms (global or local) and Agnosticisms (weak or strong) 
iv.  Viewing the Omni-God actively and demonstratively (I) 
v.  Viewing the Omni-God actively and demonstratively (II) 
vi.  God of religions and my other books 

 
Atheism is supported and greatly promoted by reductive physicalism which are supported by many 
scientists (including some great Physics Nobel laureates, such as David Gross and Steven Weinberg). In 
this chapter, not only will I show that using the reductive physicalism to deny any theism is wrong but 
many of those scientists are not honest. One example is the Physics-Alpha-Lie (#PhysicsAlphaLie). 
 
What is Physics-Alpha-Lie? 
{Alpha (the inverse of the Electron Fine Structure Constant) = 137.0359…} is just a measured nature 

constant.  

      {{The following is the quote from Wikipedia (on April 12, 2021; see 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant ): Richard Feynman, one of the originators and 

early developers of the theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED), referred to the fine-structure 

constant in these terms: 

There is a most profound and beautiful question associated with the observed coupling constant, e – the 

amplitude for a real electron to emit or absorb a real photon. It is a simple number that has been 

experimentally determined to be close to 0.08542455. (My physicist friends won't recognize this 

number, because they like to remember it as the inverse of its square: about 137.03597 with about an 

uncertainty of about 2 in the last decimal place. It has been a mystery ever since it was discovered more 

than fifty years ago, and all good theoretical physicists put this number up on their wall and worry about 

it.) Immediately you would like to know where this number for a coupling comes from: is it related to pi 

or perhaps to the base of natural logarithms? Nobody knows. It's one of the greatest damn mysteries of 

physics: a magic number that comes to us with no understanding by man. You might say the "hand of 

God" wrote that number, and "we don't know how He pushed his pencil." We know what kind of a 

dance to do experimentally to measure this number very accurately, but we don't know what kind of 

dance to do on the computer to make this number come out, without putting it in secretly! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine-structure_constant


 

— Richard P. Feynman (1985). QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter. Princeton University Press. 

p. 129. ISBN 978-0-691-08388-9. 

Conversely, statistician I. J. Good argued that a numerological explanation would only be acceptable if it 

could be based on a good theory that is not yet known but "exists" in the sense of a Platonic Ideal.[61] 

Attempts to find a mathematical basis for this dimensionless constant have continued up to the present 

time. However, no numerological explanation has ever been accepted by the physics community.}} 

 

 

That is, this number (Alpha = 137.0359… = 1/0.0072973525698) is a mystery in physics still today (April 

12, 2021) in the mainstream community, as no numerological equation IS found per Wikipedia. 

 

Yet, for every 8th grader, he can check out the equation in the following graph to see whether that 

equation produces that exact number (137.0359…) or not. 

And this numerological equation has been on the internet since its inception (1996). 

 

 
 

Every 8th grader can verify that the equation in the graph above can produce the exact value for Alpha. 
Yet, it is ignored and denied by the mainstream.  
 



While denying an omni-God could be supported with some philosophical arguments before the 
appearance of a true TOE, the denying an equation which gives out an exact value for Alpha is simply 

dishonest. 
 
 
Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong 
April 13, 2021 
 
 
Note: the pdf of this book is available at https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/4th-natures-

manifesto.pdf  
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Chapter Thirty-two: TOE (Theory of Everything) in God 
 

TOE (theory of everything) in HEP (high energy physics, the foundational physics) means that the 

unification of all four forces [including the gravity with the three other forces (electromagnetism, weak 

and strong)].  

On the other hand, the TOE in nature should encompasses all: physics laws, math, biosciences, and all 

social sciences (economy, political sciences, and linguistics, etc.). 

Before a true TOE was constructed, the theisms have an upper hand over the atheisms, as there are 

many reality-fields [physical universe, life sphere (bio-laws, intelligence, consciousness, etc.), math 

universe, moral universe, etc.] are not mutually derived among one another. That is, their originals are 

UNKNOWN, and these unknowns become the base for the God of Gap. 

Yet, by 1990s, the idea of Multiverse (coming out from M-string theory, the one was viewed as the only 

game in town for a HEP-TOE) declared that all those unknowns are environmental (not fundamental) 

parameters (just some happenstances) and thus need no explanations (no need to invoke any God of 

Gap).  

A few people like Richard Dawkins (a British ethologist, evolutionary biologist, an emeritus fellow of 

New College, Oxford), Daniel Clement Dennett III (an American philosopher, cognitive scientist on the 

philosophy of mind, philosophy of science, and philosophy of biology), and Samuel Benjamin Harris (an 

American philosopher, neuroscientist) launched a new Atheism movement.  

By 2010, Stephen Hawking published a book {The Grand Design} declared that {the apparent “grand 

design” of our universe can be fully explained with science without the invoking of a benevolent creator 

who set things in motion}. Hawking said: "One can't prove that God doesn't exist, but science makes 

God unnecessary." 

 

On the other hand, when a true TOE (beyond the HEP-TOE) is constructed, an omni-God can be 

visualized via active and demonstrative manners. This chapter will discuss this in detail. 

 

i. The scope and the definitions 
The scope: 

In practice, God (of any kind) is viewed in two ways in any society. 

One, it is not an issue of proposition (with the truth value of true/false) but is a psychological state of its 

believers.  

Two, it is a proposition, with a truth value be determined. 

In this chapter, I will not discuss God as a psychological state.  

 

The measurements: 

By excluding the psychological issues, the truth value can be clearly defined. 

1. Any belief (BF) carries no true/false value. Belief is not knowledge. Solipsism will also be 

excluded in this discussion. 

2. There are two types of knowledge: 



A. knowledge of common sense (KC): verifiable via our sense faculties (including our 

intelligence and contemplation). That is, philosophy and metaphysics facts can be viewed as 

common sense knowledge. 

B. Knowledge of science (KS): only facts verified with science.  

3. Speculation (SP): a proposition [based on knowledge (KC or KS)] is inferred via our rational 

faculty (rational permissible). 

 

In my active and demonstrative review of the God-proposition, I will use a true-value system to show 

the calculation: T (KS) = 2, T (KC) = 1, T (SP) = ½, T (BF) = 0. 

 

The definitions: 

Even for atheism, it must clearly define what God it is denying. In this chapter, I will define only three 

types of God. 

One, Omni-theistic God: omnipotent, omniscient, and omnimoral (omnibenevolent). 

Two, Aesthetic deistic God: omnipotent, omniscient and ominaesthetic. 

Three, Pantheism God: such as God of physics, God of math, God of life sciences, etc.  

 

The difference between the Omni God (OG) from the aesthetic God (AG) is that the aesthetic God 

prioritizes the aesthetic goods, and thus the AG is not too concern about the just and suffering. So, any 

unjust and evil in his (AG) creation is not an issue to be addressed. 

 

On the other hand, the omni-God is all powerful, all good, all beautiful, all knowing, all benevolent, and 

all moral. Thus, this OG has three important attributes: 

a. It is non-nature while nature (physics, math, biosphere, societies) is created by it. It is prenature. 

That is, it might not be reachable by nature. It is, at best, conceived via our faculty of sensus 

divinitatis.  

b. It could be (not have to be) salvific, providing some kind of salvation or moral justices.  

c. It will be monotypic; if OG1 has the identical attributes as OG2, they two cannot even 

distinguish themselves between each other. 

 

 

ii. Atheism and its arguments 
The final goal of atheism is to deny all Gods. It provides four strategies (arguments). 

  

One, likely-to-be-true-probability races: 

Before knowing the source of many sciences, it cannot even deny the God of bioscience or God of math. 

So, it puts its interim goal as denying the omni-God. Its strategy (arguments) is set up a race on the 

likelihood probability of being true with many different runners.  

The first race is competed by the Omni-theistic God (OG) against the Aesthetic deistic God (AG). As the 

fact of many grossly unjust examples in the real world and many evil deeds around, it is very obviously 

that the AG is more likely the case than the OG. Thus, OG will be considered as false. 

 



Then a race will be set up between Aesthetic deistic God (AG) against reductive physicalism (RP). As all 

the known physics laws, math theorems, bioscience laws can be reductively derived, so for any 

arbitrarily chosen issue, RP can get a T (RP) = 2 while the T (AG) = 1 is the best for the same issue. 

After comparing n issues, T (RP, n) = 2n while T (AG, n) = n.   

So, the reductive physicalism is much more likely to be true than AG. That is, AG will be considered as 

false. 

Now, two wins for the atheism. 

 

Two, the fair and just umpire argument: 

Atheists, of course, did not stop here. They get one additional helper, the agnosticism [refers to the 

position that neither theism (OG or AG) nor atheism (global or local) is known to be true]. By denying 

both, the truthfulness of theism (OG or AG) is denied. 

At this point, in the {likely-to-be-true-probability races}, both theisms (OG or AG) are losers in 

comparison to atheism and agnosticism. 

 

Three, the useless argument: 

Yet, these {likely-to-be-true-probability races} are themselves not science directly. In science (before 

the true TOE), it declares that any omni-God (OG or AG) is not needed to describe the reality. It has 

three very strong lines of reasoning. 

One, God as a hypothesis cannot lead to a scientific model and will not make any scientific prediction. 

Two, God as a variable cannot become a measurable parameter in any scientific model. Furthermore, 

the omni-nature of God makes it not a good variable, cannot be measured in principle; that is, it must be 

EXCLUDED from all scientific models. 

Three, again with the omni-nature, God can be the answer for all different scientific issues; that is, it is, 

in fact, no answer. So, God as an answer cannot be an answer for any scientific issue. 

 

So, God is 1) not needed in science (which provides the explanations of all physical realities in this 

universe, regardless of whether God is an ontological reality or not) and 2) must be EXCLUDED from all 

scientific analysis and calculation. 

 

Four, the better option argument: 

By 2012 (the discovery of Higgs boson), the HEP (high energy physics, the foundational physics, the 

hardest hard science with only the hard verified evidence) has concluded that THIS universe is 

constructed with a set of nature constants (with the 4 major ones below): 

1. Alpha (electron fine structure constant) = 1/137.0359… 

2. CC (Cosmology Constant) = 3 x 10 ^ (122); that is a 3 after 122 zero after the decimal point. 

Although this is a number bigger (positive) than zero, it is the BEST zero that this physical 

universe can provide for a zero (the physical zero). 

3. Planck CMB data: about the composition of this universe (69.22% of dark energy, 25.90% of dark 

matter, and 4.86% of visible matter). 

4. Quantum vacuum energy (vev) of THIS universe = 246.22 Gev.  

Then, there are two issues. 

One, the fine-tuning issue: if any small change (less than 1/10 of 1%) on the values of these four 

constants, THIS universe will not survive and even will not come to be. If the Alpha value is changed very 



slightly, the hydrogen atom cannot be formed; that is, there will be no life (wholly dependent on water). 

Furthermore, the vev value is meta-stable (sitting on an energy potential cliff), that is, with a very small 

change, it can go into two different states: 1) becoming totally stable, the heat death, the eternal silent 

void, or 2) becoming totally chaotic (big crunch into a fire ball). Conclusion: the values of those 4 nature 

constants have being finetuned (by …). 

Two, the hierarchy problem: mainly these four constants arising out independently and cannot be 

derived from one to the others. Furthermore, these four constants cannot bey derived by any means in 

the current mainstream theories. Note: my description of this is slightly different from the mainstream’s 

but with similar consequences.  

These two issues provide very strong arguments for theism: 1) the four pillars of THIS universe are arisen 

spontaneously independently (could be the creation of or by {???}), 2) the values of these four pillars are 

finetuned (by {???}).  

We can give {???} a name or a title; an arbitrary choice of the word {God} is 100% rational. 

 

However, by the year 2000, M-string theory has gotten three revolutionary breakthroughs and is 

supported by many great physicists (including many Nobel laureates, such as David Gross). The most 

important discovery of M-string theory is that the {quantum vacuum, the vev} has many values, and the 

smallest estimation is about 10 ^ 500 (that is 500 zero after 10, while one trillion has only 12 zeros after 

the number 1) different vev. This discovery immediately leads to three very important consequences. 

One, as every vev value can be the base of one universe, this discovery leads to an inevitable conclusion 

that there are Multiverse, and THIS universe of ours is just one of the many. 

Two, a set with over 10 ^ 500 different values becomes a metaethical NP-incomplete problem 

(theoretically unsolvable by any know math methods). That is, there is in principle no way to organize 

that set and to find whether there is a subset which is having better attributes (looking like THIS 

universe of ours) than others. Again, there is no evidence of any kind that the vev of THIS universe (= 

246.22 Gev) is any special than all others. Without the emergence issue, there is no hierarchy issue. 

Three, as the vev of THIS universe is just a RANDOM number (out of zillion choices), the other nature 

constants must also be the happenstances (environmental at best, not fundament). So, there is no 

finetuning issue. 

To make the above points more understandable for laymen, Sean Carroll (a physicist at Caltech) used 

{Boltzmann brain argument (see https://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/?s=Boltzmann+brain+ ): 

a monkey with Boltzmann brain can type randomly on a typewriter to produce the entire work of 

Shakespeare in the time frame of this universe, about 13 billion years}. 

 

That is, if Multiverse model is correct, then the finetuning and hierarchy issues are no more, and  

                                     {???} = Multiverse 

                                     Multiverse = Atheist’s orgasm  

{God} is not only not needed but can be replace with Multiverse. 

God as a proposition is now proven WRONG, and all religions are just manifestations of some collective 

psychological states of their worshipers. 

 

 

iii. Damning all Atheisms (global or local) and Agnosticisms (weak or strong) 
 

https://www.preposterousuniverse.com/blog/?s=Boltzmann+brain


The following is not a rebuttal to the Atheism’s arguments but is damning them.  

One, the {likely-to-be-true-probability races logic} is logically wrong.  

a. The {likely-to-be-true-probability} for a lottery buyer to be a loser is about 99.9999…%. Yet, this 

very high {likely-to-be-true-probability} cannot lead to the conclusion that there will be NO 

winner. 

b. The evidence of performance race is also wrong. My fingers can obviously perform many more 

task than my head (or hair) could. But this performing evidence does not lead to the conclusion 

that my head is not there (no ontological reality). So, the more performing evidence of the 

{reductive physicalism} than any theism’s cannot lead to the conclusion that theism is FALSE. For 

the omni-theism (God) which is Prephysical, it could create physical while without showing any 

sign of being physical itself. Unless that {reductive physicalism} can show that it is not a subset 

or a derivative of the omni-God, its better performance on explaining the nature than God is 

definitely not leading to the conclusion that omni-theism is FALSE. 

Steven Weinberg (the most famous Nobel laureate in Physics) is the diehard believer of the {reductive 

physicalism} and thus denounces any type of theism. I have denounced his view, see my tweet at 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1350533668695994369 

 

Two, the KEY argument of the Multiverse is that the nature constants of THIS universe are just 

happenstances (the creation of the Boltzmann brain monkey, by randomly typed out), and thus they 

cannot be DERIVED in principle as they are not based on any PRINCIPLE but are happenstances and 

environmental. 

So, if we can show that ALL those four nature constants of THIS universe can be DERIVED from a SINGLE 

principle, then their argument is FALSE. And I have shown these in this book. 

Chapter one: #how2CalculateAlpha                                                                              

Chapter two: #how2CalculatePlanckCMBdata                                                  

Chapter six: #how2CalculateCosmologyConstant                                                   

How to calculate the vev of THIS universe (via vacuum boson), see Chapter eleven    

Note: while those nature constants are not derivable via the mainstream physics, the equations in those 

chapters are actually understandable by any one with the 8th grader math. So, if you are a layman on 

physics, you are strongly encouraged to read them, as you will definitely be capable of understand 

them. 

 

With the four above, the Multiverse is damned on its claim that the three nature constants of THIS 

universe are underivable, being happenstances and environmental. 

Yet, it can be further proving that all different vev universes are all confined by these three nature 

constants. That is, all different vev universes are, in fact, the same universe. I provided detailed analysis 

on this in Chapter seven {see the section (Multiverse bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature)}. 

 

Three, when these nature constants are derived (invented) by me, the immediately realization is that 

{???} has done these before me. Furthermore, there is a major difference between my invention and 

{???}’s. {???}’s invention created a universe (including me) while my invention just showed that {???} is 

an ontological reality before me. That is, there is a God-proposition: 

                             {I am, thus HE is} 

https://twitter.com/Tienzen/status/1350533668695994369


If I use the word God = {???}, then God is not a scientific hypothesis, not a scientific variable and not any 

scientific answer, but is the inevitable consequence when the END of physics is reached. Again, the 

argument that God is useless in the real world is damned and all Atheisms are crap. 

 

iv. Viewing the Omni-God actively and demonstratively (I) 
In the above section (section iii), I have damned all Atheisms. In a sense, it is passively proved that the 

theism is true. Yet, that the theism is true does not mean the omni-theism is true. Thus, this section has 

two tasks: 

One, viewing the omni-God actively and demonstratively (touchable), and 

Two, showing that the omni-God is the inevitable consequence of scientific inquires. 

 

The viewing here is by using the human eye (the intelligence and consciousness), and we can see the 

following universes. 

1. The physical universe (Earth, Sun, galaxies, etc.) 

2. The math universe (numbers, topology, etc.) 

3. The life-universe (creatures, humans, etc.) 

4. The moral universe (good, evil, love, hate, etc.) 

5. Human universe (languages, economy, politics, etc.) 

Of course, I can list a lot more visible universes here, but the five above are enough for our task (viewing 

the omni-God). 

 

Although these five universes are visible via our human eyes (that is, there are ontological realities), they 

are seemingly ARISEN independently, not a growing out from one to another. This kind of emergence is 

called STRONG emergence, emergent out spontaneously without knowing its source. If an emergence is 

from a base or a principle, this emergence is called WEAK emergence.  

 

For any strong emergence, its source is UNKNOWN {??}, and that source can be named (called) as a kind 

of god, such as god of physics, god of math, god of life, etc. 

Those gods affirm the pantheism, and the pantheism gods are metaphysical realities. 

 

In order to show that the omni-God is a metaphysical reality, we must show that all those pantheism 

gods are the WEAK emergences from … 

That is, there must be a TOE which encompasses all those pantheism gods. And this is {This Book} all 

about, showing that all other universes are the weak emergence from {???}.  

So, in addition to deriving all nature constants, I must first show that all known physics laws are 

emerged (derived) from a {???}, which I call it a fictitious universe, see Chapter nine: New Science 

Epistemology, section (Fictitious Universe epistemology). 

Then, I must show that all other universes (math, bioscience, linguistics, economy, politics, etc.) are 

ISOMORPHIC to the physics universe, that is, they are arising from a same source, the {???}. Thus, this 

book is divided into four volumes. 

Volume one: Physics-TOE                                                             

Volume two: Life-TOE                                                                   

Volume three: math-TOE                                                            

Volume four: Social-science-TOE                                               



 

The above process is the base for, 

One: "Large Complex System Principle" (LCSP) in my book {Linguistics Manifesto} -- there is a set 

principle that governs all large complex systems regardless of whatever those systems are, a number 

set, a physics set, a life set or a vocabulary set. 

 

     Corollary of LCSP (CLCSP) -- the laws or principles of a "large complex system x" will have their 

correspondent laws and principles in a "large complex system y." 

 

Two: law of uniqueness --- if {???a} and {???b} both are the source of all large complex systems, then 

they are one of the same. For the proof of this law, see Chapter seven {the section (Multiverse bubbles 

are now all burst by the math of Nature)}. 

 

With the two laws above, there is the 2nd God-proposition: 

                          {They are, thus HE is} 

They: the pantheism gods (god of physics, god of math, god of life sciences, etc.) are metaphysical 

realities. 

HE: the ROOT (source) of those pantheism gods. 

 

Only by constructing a final TOE (unifying all pantheism gods), the omni-God can be reached actively and 

demonstratively. 

 

 

v. Viewing the Omni-God actively and demonstratively (II) 
In order to get the full points from the above section, one must read the entire this book. Thus, I will 

provide a shorter version (section complete) here, so the readers can make a judgement by just reading 

this section. Furthermore, physics, math, and biosciences are not some comment subjects for many 

readers.  

 

With {Large Complex System Principle" (LCSP)}, we can reach the omni-God via linguistics (the 

languages), and this can be comprehended much easier than other pathways. 

 
Then, what is language? 
For a system T, it is a language if it can describe a system U (universe). 
 
In general, U is not T. However, [U is T] is still meeting the above definition. Yet, this self-mapping will 
not be discussed here. 
 
With the above definition, the FIRST question will be {what is the smallest T?}. 
Example: T has only one token, such as {1}. U has three members: {apple, orange, egg}. 
Can T describe U? The answer is Yes. 
For apple = 1 
Orange = 11 
Egg = 111 
So, the system T (with only one token) can be a language for U (with three members). 



 
The next question is {what is the biggest U?}. 
How about U = the entire natural universe. 
However, we do not truly know what the {entire nature universe} is and thus are unable to deal with it 
analytically. 
 
Fortunately, we can describe some known universes. 
U1 = computable universe; everything (members) in U1 is computable 
U2 = U1 (computable) + un-computable universe; some members in U2 are not reachable by any 
computing algorithm. 
U3 = U2 + countable infinite universe. 
U4 = U3 + uncountable infinite universe. 
 
Then, the third question will be {what kind of language system is needed for those universes?}. 
Can the above T {1, with only one token} be the language of U1? 
The answer is NO. 
Yet, there is a math theorem (proved) that a two-token system can be the language for U1. That is, T2 = 
{two tokens, such as (0, 1), (yin, yang), (man, woman), etc.}. This is a proven math theorem, and I thus 
will not provide any further explanation here. But most of the high school students today know that only 
two codes [such as (0, 1)] are needed for all computing universes. 
 
Then, can the language T2 describe the U2 (including the un-computable)?  
Anyone who can read definition knows the answer right the way. It is a big NO. 
Then, what kind of language system is needed for U2, U3, and U4? 
The answers are: 
For U3, T3 must have 4-codes. 
For U4, T4 must have 7-codes. 
 
Again, you (the readers) need not to get into the above too deep, just understanding that the above 
issues are parts of the linguistics. 
 
With the above, we, now, have the 4th question: {is the U4 the biggest U (universe)?}.  
And can T4 (the language of U4) be able to describe a U bigger than U4? 
The MOST of answers in religious community is NEGATIVE. 
 
In Christian theology, God is totally incomprehensible (thus only faith can reach God); that is, God is 
beyond the U4 and T4 (the largest human language). 
In Zen Buddhism, the highest wisdom (the Nirvana) is beyond the description of human language (T4) 
and can be reached only via kōan. 
In math, there are Gödel’s incompleteness theorems, saying that there is always a math statement 
outside of the entire math universe. 
 
The three above show that there is something unreachable by the largest REAL language system, in 
those traditional views. That is, we can now define {what is the ‘perfect language’?}. 
 
         {Perfect language is a language which can describe ‘that thing’ which is beyond the U4.} 
 



That is, if we can find (or construct) a PL (perfect language), then the Christian God or Buddha’s Nirvana 
is reachable and describable.  
 

We can, now, rewrite the above issue as below. 

U (C) = U (computable), infinitely large in size 

U (NC) = U (C) + non-computable 

U (In) = U (NC) + infinities 

At this point, we (the humanity) are 100% confident that there is an L (In) for U (In), as infinities 

(countable or uncountable) can be described in math. 

 

However, there are some claims for some U which are larger than U (In), such as: 

U (Ch) = U (Christian) = U (In) + G (God); There is no way of any kind that we can squeeze that G(God) 

into U (In) 

U (z) = U (Buddhism Zen) = U (In) + N (Nirvana);  

U (pa) = U (paradox) = U (math, logical and analytical) + P (paradoxes); no way to eliminate the 

paradoxes in any kind of math universe. 

 

Gödel’s theorems guaranteed that there is no L (math) for U (Pa). Others also claim that there is no L(x) 

of any kind for U (Ch) and/or U (z). I will call these U as U (weird). 

 

The above is the current paradigm (in science and religions). 

Yet, I have claimed two points, as below. 

One, I defined ‘perfect language’. If a system L (x) can describe U (weird), then L (x) is a perfect language. 

Two, I claimed that ‘human natural language’ can describe U (weird). 

 

These two claims lead to the {Law of existential reality}: if and only if {???x} = U (weird) can be described 

by a L(x), then {???x} is an existential reality. 

 

Then, there are two corollaries: 

      Corollary 1: if {???y} is incomprehensible/indescribable, {???y} is a psychological image, not an 

existential reality. 

      Corollary 2:  Without a TOE [unifying all pantheism gods (god of physics, of math, etc.)], no L (???*) 

can be constructed. 

 

The above provides a clear pathway for reaching (viewing) the existential reality of {???} = Omni-God 

actively and demonstratively. 

 

I provided detailed discussions and proofs on these claims and laws in the book (PreBabel – the 

universal and perfect language), a pdf is available at 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/2nd-prebabel-the-universal.pdf ]. 

 

Conclusion: when {???} can be described linguistically, {???} is reached actively and 

demonstratively. 
 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/2nd-prebabel-the-universal.pdf


 
 

vi. God of religions and my other books 
 
In this book, God is defined with the following entities and processes. 
One, the phenomenological realities (PR): physics, math, bioscience, and linguistics, etc. 
Two, the sources of those PRs: sources of their strong emergence; god of physics, etc. 
Three, Large Complex System Principle/corollaries: although those pantheism gods cannot be derived 
from one another, they are the offspring of a same root, {???}. 
Four, law of existential reality: when a {???} can be described with a L {???}, {???} is an existential reality. 
Five, the law of uniqueness: {???a} = {???b}, proved in Chapter seven {see the section (Multiverse 
bubbles are now all burst by the math of Nature)}. 
Six, the omni-God is reached via two propositions. 



           {I am, thus HE is} 
           {They are, thus HE is} 
I (a lively person): the one who invented a TOE which describes and unifies all pantheism gods (god of 
physics, of math, etc.) 
They: those pantheism gods, metaphysical realities. 
 
However, God is the central concept for many religions; many of which have existed for thousands of 
years. So, we should review their concepts of God. And I will address only three issues here. 
 
One, the way of affirming (in search) their God. 
Two, the nature of their God. 
Three, the attitude of their God. 
 
For one: the way of affirming (in search) their God. 
In Christianity, God is based on the Christian Bible and is viewed as absolutely incomprehensible. That is, 

the Christian God can only be reached via FAITH. The St. Thomas Aquinas' five proofs for the existence 

of God is a metaphysical conclusion, not a theological one. 

  

In Buddhism, in search of God is a process, the negation (the emptying and abandoning). Anything 

reachable (material universe, family, society, consciousness, etc.) is not God and should be abandoned. 

God (the GREAT emptiness) is affirmed after this process, while this process itself is the Great Wisdom. 

Buddha is only a human who has found the essence of God (the meaning of this great void). Yet, the 

Buddha’s God is indescribable with any linguistic means. Only via ACTIONS (reaching the 

enlightenment/wisdom) and following Buddha’s guidance (the tour guide), one is then able to reach the 

PURELAND (God’s Heaven). 

 

For Confucianism, most people do not view Confucianism is a religion, and I have rebutted this view in 

{Chapter two: Confucianism --- A great religion of mankind; a pdf is available at 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/bible-of-china-studies.pdf }. The Confucian God is 

reached with an ancient TOE (Yijing) which is the volume II of that book {Bible of China Studies}. 

However, the standalone pdf of that volume is available at  

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/yijing-only.pdf (Yijing only). Basically, the Confucian 

God consists of two parts: Heaven (the Father, the Morality LAW) and Earth (the Mother, the 

nourishment) while the Man is the Son of the Confucian God (Father and Mother). That is, man must 

PARTICIPATE in God (Heaven and Earth), by obeying God’s Morality. 

 
For two, the nature of their God. 
The Christian God (CG) is totally incomprehensible, and any claim that CG can be understood via any 
type of analysis will be wrong. I, of course, disagree with this view and wrote a book {Truth, Faith and 
Life: I understand, therefore, I worship} to discuss this issue. 
 

https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2018/03/bible-of-china-studies.pdf
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/yijing-only.pdf


 
 

This book is available at many university libraries, see https://www.worldcat.org/title/truth-faith-and-
life-i-understand-therefore-i-worship/oclc/23615004&referer=brief_results 
 
The Buddha’s God (the Pureland) can be understood via enlightenment but is indescribable with any 
kind of human language; thus, the Zen Buddhism uses kōan as a way of teaching the Buddha’s truth. My 
book {PreBabel} has shown that Buddha’s view on this is wrong. 
 
The Confucian God is based on an ancient TOE (Yijing). The Father = Morality, the Mother = Love. 
 
For three, the attitude of their God. 
The Christian God is salvific, providing some kind of PERSONAL salvation. 
The Buddha’s God is about enlightenment, the greatest WISDOM. In general, Buddhists do not look for 
self-salvation but show some compassion (viewing all others are just as dear as himself). 

https://www.worldcat.org/title/truth-faith-and-life-i-understand-therefore-i-worship/oclc/23615004&referer=brief_results
https://www.worldcat.org/title/truth-faith-and-life-i-understand-therefore-i-worship/oclc/23615004&referer=brief_results


The Confucian God is all about HEAVENLY MORALITY, that is, the just for others (annihilating the self to 
ensure the just on others, the otherness-ism; details available in the book (Bible of China Studies)). 
 
Note: for any personal salvation, it requires a personal providence from God. I have discussed the details 
of {general providence vs personal providence} in the book {The Divine Constitution, Chapter 12}. 
 

 
 

This book is available at many university libraries, see https://www.worldcat.org/title/divine-
constitution/oclc/27174584&referer=brief_results 
 
 
In summary: 
Christian God leads to individualism, the right for self, see Chapter twenty-nine: About Western 
Democracy. 
The Confucian God leads to other-ism, the right for others, see Chapter twenty-eight: Comparing two 
political systems. 
The standalone pdf for both chapters is available at 
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/political-science.pdf . 

https://www.worldcat.org/title/divine-constitution/oclc/27174584&referer=brief_results
https://www.worldcat.org/title/divine-constitution/oclc/27174584&referer=brief_results
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/political-science.pdf

